Explanation of intelligent systems was and is still an important issue in Artificial Intelligence discipline, especially, in complex systems like Multi-Agent Environments. In fact, during its uncontrollable execution, the agent reasoning is not clearly reproducible for the user. The complex nature of such systems requires methods and tools to make them intelligible. In this context, we propose to provide users with traceability, more execution transparency, and to give them the possibility to become familiar with such dynamic and complex systems and to understand how solutions are given, how the resolution has been going on, how and when interactions have been performed. For this purpose, we develop an intelligent approach based on three modules, namely, the observation module, the modeling module, and the interpretation module. The first one generates the explanatory knowledge. The second one represents this knowledge in extended causal maps formalism. The third one analyzes and interprets the built causal maps using a first order logic to produce reasoning explanations.
Introduction
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) are frequently developed in various domains such as computer networks, Internet, industrial applications, process control, air traffic, simulation, etc. In spite of the rapid growth of the international interest in this field and the high number of developed applications, their processing is uncontrollable, and no one knows exactly how it is going. We believe that being able to explain their own reasoning is a crucial feature for multi-agent systems. In this context, the main contribution of this paper is to enrich the traditional multi-agent systems architecture with a generic explanation without degrading their execution performance. Besides, the existing works presented in the literature focus on explanations in knowledge based systems and particularly in expert systems but they remain too specific and not straightforwardly applied on multi-agent environments. In fact, the few existent researches in MAS are based on adjusting the structure, the design and the architecture of the agent in order to be comprehensible or to produce a description of its behaviors [1] , [2] , [3] . So the explanation process is considered in the design phase as a behavior description rather than a reasoning explanation. This methodology may has severe limits: (i) it requires that the behavior description starts with the design and the development of the MAS, we can not use it to explain the reasoning in systems that have been already developed, (ii) the cited approaches are concerned with specific types of agents; the one illustrated by [1] requires an agent who is able to learn while the solution highlighted in [2] is only applied for believable agents, (iii) it overburdens the agents' behaviors which affects the system performance; the agent should resolve a problem and at the same time deal with the explanation process. Furthermore, explanation mechanisms in Expert Systems (ES) cannot be applied directly in MAS since an intelligent MAS is a collection of distributed Knowledge Based Systems (KBS) with several constraints, i.e. parallel and distributed aspects, coordination, cooperation, scheduling protocols, etc. In order to overcome the above limits while covering the aforementioned intelligent MAS requested features, we have taken advantage of the existing solutions in the ES area, the new technologies and tools, and we propose a novel agent reasoning explanation system. As illustrated in the figure 1, this system is divided into three phases: the generation of the explanatory knowledge based on an observation module; the formalization and the analyzing of the obtained knowledge through respectively a modeling module and an interpretation one. The former phases are also divided into an intra-agent explanation phase, which focuses on the reasoning explanation of each agent separately in the system, and an inter-agent explanation phase, which uses the interactions between agents to clarify the entire system reasoning process. In this paper, we focus on the intra-agent explanation phase that presents the modeling step based on Causal Map 1 (CM) structure; this will be detailed in section 2. Then, in section 3, we highlight our contribution that concerns an explanation language adapted to causal maps. Finally, we will discuss this work.
Explanatory Knowledge Modeling
Whatever MAS are, we need to detect produced events and to intercept them in a well structured manner. In reasoning explanation context, the main facts that should be observed are those related to the resolution process of an agent: its actions, its interactions with others, the triggered events related to the environment, and the required and deduced knowledge. Therefore, we developed an observation module based on Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP), described in [5] . The output of this module is an explanatory knowledge collected in a reasoning trace expressed in an XML file which provides the main reasoning concepts. It describes the reasoning state of an agent as a tuple K, A, G, R (Knowledge, Action, Goal, Relation). Indeed, the reasoning state of agent i detected at the moment t is described as a
, R i (t) structure where:
k is a set of concepts defined using the knowledge structure.
• A i (t) = a l ; the action value executed by an agent and it is always different from zero, it could be a commuff ff nication act, a perception of the environment, an external action, a resource holding, etc.
• G i (t) = goal i ; the goal value and it could have the value null.
• R i (t) =(receiver, r) ∨ (sender, r); r = n m=0 r m r , r m r indicates information about the communication act and it is defined using the communication language structure.
We note that a reasoning state is related to the execution of an agent action, therefore, during a first level, we suggest to depict the change of the agent behavior with a Temporal Causal Map (TCM). The concepts are the agent Reasoning States, RS i (t), and the arrows (→) have the values (t, t') to point out respectively the execution moment of the described behavior in RS i (t) and in RS i (t ). Within the second level, and from this TCM, we generate several causal maps. In fact, each concept in the TCM model is subsequently described as a Causal Map, CM i M (t), as well. They describe the causal links between the explanatory knowledge stored in
, R i (t) structure's elements. For instance, the causal map illustrated in the figure 2 shows that an agent "firemen" exploits and takes advantage of its own knowledge "K= java.awt.Point[x=5,y=5]" while performing an action "A=walking to a destination" at the moment t 1 , then, the figure 3 depicts that this agent uses the details "R= send message to Chef0, inform, Arrival Doctor" to communicate with another agent, "chef0", at the moment t 2 in order to increase the probability of achieving the goal "G=rescue victim". 
, it mentions that the action A increases the probability to achieve the goal G.
, it indicates that the action A decreases the probability to achieve the goal G. 
: presented in the map by (R + →K), it mentions that the concept K is deduced from the concept R. In this case, we talk about a perception of the environment; the value of the concept A in the map is a perception.
In addition, the temporal relation between the concepts RS i (t) and RS i (t ) in TCM points out a third level of causal map. It indicates the causal assertions between
, R i (t ) elements, this is discussed in [6] . These causal assertions are considered as an internal vertical influence. In this context, we define the following causal maps with the adequate influence types:
• CM GOALS: the concepts of this map are the agent goals and the causal links between these goals are presented by in f lV I + (G i (t), G i (t )). It means that an achieved goal at the moment t promotes another goal.
• CM ACTIONS: it presents the causal links between agent actions. We consider that an accomplished action at the moment t fosters the executed action at the moment t' since the agent become unoccupied to execute it. This relation is translated to in f lV I + (A i (t), A i (t )).
• CM RELATIONK: it shows the positive causal assertion between the concepts which designate respectively R i (t) and K i K K (t ). And, it is illustrated by in f lV I
). This map is constructed when the R i (t) content is included in K i K K (t ) content. For instance, we suppose that the agent "chef0" uses the knowledge "Arrival Doctor" at the moment t 3 to prepare the victim report. Thus, the concepts and links depicted in the figure 4 are added to the causal map presented in the figure 3. Notice that the link between the concepts R i (t 2 ) and Furthermore, the causal relation value of a path in an acyclic cognitive map is the product of the signs of its links [7] . In our context, we define the value of the influence of the path between the concepts v and v from the second level and the third level of the extended causal map as respectively, in f lH
Through these different levels, the links between explanatory knowledge translate the cause ff ff / e effect relationships ff ff in what we called an extended causal map. We ponder that the existing relations in the paths of different map levels ff ff promote the agent reasoning explanation process. For this purpose, we suggest to interpret the knowledge depicted in these paths.
Reasoning Explanation
Since our objective is to explain the agent reasoning, we pursue an opposite approach. In fact, the designers define an agent model to follow during the MAS development process. In our solution, we propose to take advantage of the generated causal maps during the MAS execution, and the knowledge presented in these maps to establish an internal and an external reasoning models for each agent. An interpretation of these models reflects an explanation of the agent reasoning. Thus, we use an explanation language, based on the first-order logic, which capitalizes on the dependence theory to perform this interpretation.
Internal and external reasoning models
In this section, we focus on the reasoning models. Actually, researchers proposed different models to detail ff ff the agent entity. Besides, these models generally represent the agent's internal and external descriptions that will be implemented to ensure an efficient running of the MAS. Among these works we quote those of [8] , [9] , and [10] . We were inspired by models illustrated in [9] , [10] to characterize the agent with both internal and external reasoning models for explanatory purposes. We define the internal reasoning model for an agent i as follows: act a : the set of adopted actions, it determines the executed actions by the agent i that could be required by other agents, act s : the set of social actions, it represents the actions performed by other agents to help the agent i to achieve its goal, goal a : the set of adopted goals, it shows the goals accomplished by the agent i that could be proposed to other agents, goal s : the set of social goals, it indicates the goals that have been achieved after an intervention of other agents, know a : the set of adopted knowledge, it presents the specific knowledge used by the agent to accomplish an action. It could be transferred to other agents, know s : the set of social knowledge, it shows the deduced knowledge after an interaction or a perception of the environment. These elements are collected at each moment through a model instance IM , we propose to associate the extended causal map with a semantic interpretation. For this purpose, we developed an explanation language that takes advantage of the explanatory knowledge and its causal links illustrated in the maps.
Related Works
In the literature, the formalization of agent has been emphasized through different approaches. There are various theories and frameworks that have been developed in order to describe and specify agent reasoning as logics verification tools of MAS [11] , logics for cognitive robotics [12] , BDI (Belief, Desire, Intention) [13] , KARO (Knowledge, Abilities, Result, and Opportunities) [14] , Common Knowledge Logic CKL n,U [15] that focuses on unification problem and uncertainty of shared and common knowledge for all agents in MAS, and the temporal agent's knowledge logic T L KnI,U Dist [16] which describes localized agent knowledge based on uncertainty and properties of distance operations. We note that each approach has some particularity. In the BDI architecture, the theoretic logic focuses on desires and intentions and in the KARO framework it deals with opportunity and motivational attitudes as wishes or commitments. They are increasingly used to design and to develop agent (agent's planning of actions, programming the reasoning, modeling the decision making process) using concepts and formulas that refer to beliefs, intentions, desires for BDI and ability, opportunity, wishes, commitments for KARO. Besides, the CKL n,U and T L KnI,U Dist logics deal with uncertainty and unification of common knowledge in MAS.
We believe that these logics could not be implied in our solution since we attempt to explain agent reasoning deprived of information about the action that will be performed, knowledge that will be required, goals that will be reached, and interactions that will be carried out during the reasoning process in advance. This information is detected concurrently with agent activities and stored in an explanation structure K, A, G, R , then, they are represented with causal map formalism. Hence, we need a formal language adapted to explanation based on temporal causal maps.
Explanation language for causal map interpretation
In this section, we point out an explanation language based on the first order logic. It is called so because it defines semantic concepts related to the MAS context using the generated explanatory knowledge explanation structure elements K, A, G, R . Moreover, the language concepts consider the temporal aspect presented in the causal map (TCM). Let's define the following concepts: Constant:
• env: it refers to the MAS environment.
Variables:
• ag i : it refers to the agent i.
• goal j : it refers to the goal j.
• a l : it refers to an executed action, we consider also the use of a resource as an action.
Predicates and its formulas:
• communicate(ag i , ag j , t): a communication act between the agent i and the agent j is executed at the moment t. The agent ag j could be an environment (env), in this case, the agent ag i is considered as located agent.
: the agent i performs the action a l at the moment t to achieve the goal j.
: the agent i executes the action a l at the moment t that prevents the achievement of the goal j.
an ordered set of execution action, a i a i+1 , it indicates the plan traced by the agent i to reach the goal j.
the knowledge implied by the agent i at the moment t, k j is generated using the knowledge structure employed in the MAS during the observation phase as a set of concepts.
the sent message from the agent i to the agent j at the moment t, m y is specified based on the communication language IL.
The two last predicates are employed to distinguish between specific knowledge, K p , social knowledge, K s , and environment knowledge, K e . In fact, we define an inclusion operator ⊂ KMC to compare the used knowledge content and the received message content. We consider K a set of knowledge and M a set of messages.
Consequently, we have the following formulas:
Then, we simply substitute the predicates with their previous formulas based on extended causal map.
Furthermore, in complex systems such MAS, the agents' goals are not always achievable. We cannot ensure that the developed plans will be properly executed. An expected result implies all resources are available and all plans' actions are successfully accomplished. We believe that it exists two alternatives to achieve an objective (1) the agent is completely autonomous, it is considered as an active entity that perceives its environment, reasons and executes appropriate actions to accomplish its goal without the intervention of another agent or user (2) the agent is in a dependence situation with another agent if the latter can help or prevent him to achieve its goal. These propositions are defined as follows: (ag i , ag x , a l , t) dep(ag i , ag x , a l , t): this predicate mentions that the agent i depends on the agent x to accomplish the action a l at the moment t. We note that it is necessary to treat the different dependence situations of the agent in their social environment to establish the formula of this predicate.
Agent dependence situations
Social interactions are viewed as results of the agents' activities when they try to achieve common or individual objectives. According to the dependence theory, the reason of certain interactions between agents is determined in the agent complementary. Indeed, since the agent knows that it depends on another agent to achieve a goal or to accomplish an action, it attempts to convince the other to adopt its action or goal. In the literature, there are several works based on the dependence theory. It is applied in order to develop social reasoning in MAS [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] or to treat the negotiation in MAS [22, 23] . In our contribution, the usefulness of the dependence theory appears in its potential investigations to identify the different dependence situations of an agent in their social environment. Therefore, we retain the dependence theory for a novel aim; it consists in presenting the explanation language predicates of social interactions. For this purpose, we consider the following dependence situations defined with the explanation language predicates:
External Dependence: in this case, the agent depends on its environment. Otherwise, without the involvement of the environment, the agent is unable to complete its goal. It occurs when the agent uses an action performed by the environment or it executes the action after a perception.
We note that a new predicate is employed, uses(ag i , a l , a l , t) . It illustrates that the agent i uses the action a l to accomplish the action a l at the moment t. This issue is not yet deeply studied; it deals with the relations between explanatory knowledge of different agents. However, we need this predicate in order to express the external dependence situation.
Knowledge Inference: the agent interacts with another agent in order to enrich its knowledge and its competences which will be used later to accomplish an action.
Delegation: the agent i delegates its action to the agent j.
Adoption: the agent i adopts the action of the agent j. In this case, the agent i could achieve the action autonomously or it depends on another agent according to a dependence situation.
Mutual Adoption: this mutual dependence mentions that an agent i adopts an action of the agent j and mutually the agent j adopts an action of the agent i.
Prevention: the agent i executes the action a l to prevent the agent j to finalize its goal "goal j ".
Total Dependence: the agent delegates its plan of actions to another to achieve its goal.
Accordingly, we specify the predicate dep(ag i , ag x , a l , t) cited in the previous section as:
We have shown the explanatory knowledge of an agent using extended causal map and we encode this model based on an explanation language. This latter contains predicates that refer to the agent reasoning, expressed according to causal map concepts and influences in the paths. In doing so, we retrieve from the causal relations a semantic interpretation of the represented explanatory knowledge. We note that there are interactions between agents of the MAS detected via the communication acts presented in the map. Nevertheless, we don't present the causal relations between explanatory knowledge of agents, i.e the K i (t), A i (t), G i (t), R i (t) of the agent i and K j (t ), A j (t ), G j (t ), R j (t ) of the agent j. We propose to investigate this issue to elicit the influence types between these structures, what we call external vertical influence in f lV E ± , and to associate the dependence situations with causal assertions in the map.
Example
Our research work is being experimented on a MAS simulation of large scale emergency rescue plans SimGenis [24] . Let's consider the depicted causal maps in the figures 2, 3 and 4. According to the explanation language, we provide a set of interpretations in a chronological order since they concern temporal causal maps.
• act(rescuer, walkingtoadestination, t 1 ): the rescuer executes the action "walking to a destination" at the moment t 1 .
• per f orm(rescuer, walkingtoadestination, rescuevictim, t 1 ): the rescuer executes the action "walking to a destination" at the moment t 1 to achieve the goal "rescue victim".
• K p = ¬K e ∧ ¬K s : the rescuer uses their proper knowledge "java.awt.Point[x=5,y=5]".
• communicate(rescuer, chef0, t 2 ): the rescuer communicates with the agent "chef0" at the moment t 2 .
• per f orm(rescuer, send, rescuevictim, t 2 ): the rescuer executes the action "send" at the moment t 2 to achieve the goal "rescue victim".
• act(che f 0, preparevictimreport, t 3 ): the rescuer executes the action "prepare victim report" at the moment t 3 .
• K s = K che f 0 (t 3 ) ⇔ communicate(rescuer, che f 0, t 2 ) ∧ (K che f 0 (t 3 ) ⊂ KMC MS G rescuer,che f 0 (t 2 )) ∧ (t 2 < t 3 ): this interpretation shows that the knowledge required at the moment t 3 is a social one.
• per f orm(che f 0, preparevictimreport, rescuevictim, t 3 ): the chef0 performs the action "prepare victim report" at the moment t 3 to achieve the goal "rescue victim".
• dep know (che f 0, rescuer, preparevictimreport, t 3 ) ⇔ act(che f 0, preparevictimreport, t 3 ) ∧ (K che f 0 (t 3 ) ⊂ KMC MS G rescuer,che f 0 (t 2 )) ∧ (t 2 < t 3 ): we deduce the dependence situation "knowledge inference" in the chef0 reasoning at the moment t 3 .
Ultimately, we intend to express the result provided by the proposed language using a tool of storytelling.
Conclusion
What all the scientific community cares about, is to understand complex systems. We have underlined in this paper the explanation of the reasoning at the agent level in MAS. Our contribution is based on an intelligent approach which first generates an agent explanatory knowledge, then represents this knowledge in an extended causal map model, and finally it produces the reasoning explanation using an explanation language. We aim through this language to associate the causal maps with a semantic interpretation that encodes the agent reasoning in a well structured manner. In a future work, we will deal with the interactions between agents in the reasoning process, namely, the inter-agents explanation. It consists in extending the dependence situations predicates using the semantic content of the map concepts, we will also attempt to take advantage of the communication performatives provided by agent communication languages.
